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What is your current role?

My current role is Quality Assurance Manager.

Why did you join the BRCGS Professional Programme?

I have been involved in this program because growing by learning and delivering the best is important to me in my
profession, and I always wanted a structured professional development path to perfect my proficiency.

What value do you personally feel the BRCGS Professional certification
brings to you?

The programme gives me more confidence to guide my team to correctly implement the standard. Also, the
structure of the certification is what I was most looking forward to, as it encompasses the most important training
courses to create a well-rounded BRCGS leader.

How has/will the recognition programme impacted your work?

It has provided me with up-to-date knowledge to ensure our Food Safety and Quality objectives are effectively
defined, understood and implemented to protect and grow our business. Thanks to BRCGS for having such a
wonderful curriculum, and giving me an International Recognition as ‘BRCGS Professional’.

How did you get to your current role?

I am a self motivated person, determining my own goals, motivating my team members influencing them my
excitement and with my sincerity. I am a passionate, result and success oriented leader having 10 years experience
in international companies in FMCG sector. I love my job and am seeking to improve it continuously. Very
talented in Production and Manufacturing, Quality/Food Safety and Quality Systems, application and
improvement with leading and including cross-functional teams for excellence.

What is your educational background?

I have Bachelor Degree in Food Engineering and Double Major in Chemical Engineering. Also studying Master of
Business Administration now.

What are your career ambitions/aims?

My career goal right now is to take the leadership and management experience I've obtained over the past 10
years and utilise it in global positions.

